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FEBRUARY 1984 IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE
LACK OF WORK AT ECONOMIC MARGINS BRINGS ABOUT
AMA Building Services
Voluntary Liquidation
DUBLINBAV·
AT RISK7
A seminar is to be held on
23 March next to discuss
the dangers to Dublin Bay
from increasing environ-
mental pressure. This is the
first public meeting to be
held on this subject, and it
will take place at the Royal
Marine Hotel, Dun Laogh-
·re.
CIBS
CIBS NOTE: Seamus
Homan will present his
paper on energy - which
won him the Silver Medal of
the IEl last year - at a tech-
nical evening scheduled for
15 March at the Engineer's
Club, Clyde Road, Dublin.
One of the most common
problems at present - the
lack of suitable work at
economic margins - has
been cited as one of the
main reasons behind the
collapse of AMA Building
Services of Dun Laoghaire.
The company effectively
ceased trading immediately
prior to Christmas last and
subsequently went into vol-
untary liquidation on 10
February of this year.
The total deficiency was
in the region of £80,000 -
unsecured creditors were
owed £184,725; there was a
share capital of £2,000;
while the assets are estim-
ated to realise close on
£108,000. This figure is of
course prior to the winding
up costs.
There is no work in prog-
ress other than that associ-
ated with remedial work or
contracts where defects
liability are concerned.
Delap & Wailer are
understood to be currently
assessing this end of the
situation. When this is
completed, liquidator David
Deasy of Haughey Boland,
told Irish H & V News that
he will then be in a position
to make an accurate state-
ment.
On face value, the figures
might not seem to justify
the liquidation but, on prob-
ing the matter a little furth-
er, it becomes easier to
understand.
While one of the realis-
able assets is that of a VAT
refund amounting to
£25,746, ninety nine per
cent of the remaining
£74,000 plus of estimated
realisable assets is debtors
owing to the company.
Actually realising these
monies is where the major
difficulty arises.
Additionally, future pre-
dictions - if the company
were to remain trading -
were of continuing prob-
lems with the situation pos-
sibly deteriorating even
further. Hence the directors
decision to put AMF Build-
ing Services into voluntary
liquidation.
HIGH FLIER FROM DUNMANWAV
significant breakthrough
fireplace backboiler de-
Ign has been achieved by
an Irish company which
overcomes the major prob-
lem commonly associated
with these heating systems.
Conventional backboiler
systems suffer from a re-
duction in heat output
caused by soot build up on
the heating surface which
is usually very difficult to re-
move.
As little as one sixteenth
of soot on the heating sur-
face can reduce the effici-
ency of a back boiler by up
to 25%. Despite this fact,
conventional systems make
the task of removing these
deposits virtually imposs-
ible.
The Firebird boiler in-
corporates several patented
features which provide
maximum heat output and
an efficiency level of over
80%, while the unique
• Jerry O'Donovan, Managing Director, O'Donovan Enterprises, with
the Firebird of which 60 are being produced every week from his factory
in Dunmanway, Co Cork. Plans are for an output of approximately 100 a
week, with many for the export market.
"see-through" design also
means that all flue-ways
and heat transfer surfaces
of the Firebird are comple-
tely accessible for cleaning.
This ease of access encour-
ages regular cleaning and
ensures that the high effici-
ency capability of the boiler
unit can be maintained.
Independent tests show
that when burning coalite
fuel at a rate of 3 Ibs per
hour, the Firebird 16" boiler
model produced almost
6,500 BTUs of heat radiated
to room and 24,500 BTUs
radiated to water. The
manufacturers claim that a
heat output in excess of
double these figures can be
achieved when burning
conventional fuels.
The Firebird is available in
four model sizes from 16"
to 22" and is manufactured
by 0' Donovan Enterprises
Ltd, Dunmanway, Co Cork.
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RAM
KITCHENS
• Kitchen showing
Ram raffia kitchen
with Ram upstand
worktops and upstand
sink.
FERGUSON FACTORS PI~I
A DIVISION OF FERGUSON (IRELAND) LIMITED
45 BROOMHILL CLOSE, AIRTON ROAD, TALLAGHT, DUBLIN 24,
TEL. 521533 TELEX: 747536
IN I ADDRESS) 7 Trench Road, Mallusk, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim. Glengormley 48331. Contact: George Hughes (General Manager)
ROOM HEATERS OF THE
FUTURE FOR THE HOMES OF
TODAY
I~IParkrayI
These have the largest output of all solid fuel room-heaters. A
waterway thermostat controls the fire. They can heat a room,
provide hot water and give sufficient output for up to 10
radiators.
HEATING CONTROLS & DEVICES(I) IIIII
A DIVISION OF FERGUSON (IRELAND) LIMITED I I
45 BROOMHILL CLOSE. AIRTON ROAD. TALLAGHT. DUBLIN 24.
TEL. 521533 TELEX: 747536
IN,I ADDRESS) 768 Upper Newtownards Road. Dundonald, Telephone: Belfast 5111
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Irish Heating & Ventilating News ci,culates to key executives in the
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Ireland.
IHVN, February 1984
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':<The40/50 Pandallisavailablefor
kerosene. All other boilers in the Panda II
ra nge are available for
gas oil or kerosene.
Send forthefull facts
aboutthe Panda II range
now. We'll respond
fast -enclosinga free
colour poster ofour
latest arriva I!
It'sarrived: the new 40,000-50,000
Btu/h Panda. The most popular size of
boiler in the oil boiler market today.
And with it comes a new level of
ormancefortheentire Panda range.
Efficiency in the 40/50 Panda is at a new
high. And all other Pandas have now been
!JP-lifted to 80% efficiency.
Full rate with a low level flue kit is
anotherfeatureofthe new baby. And this
nowapQlies toall other Pandas.
More efficiency -and even more options.
Available with low level flue kit or
conventional flue, and in fully cased or
uncased versions, the new Baby Panda
adds four more options to a range that
previously offered twelve. 160ptions in all.
Beatthat!
More efficiency, more options -and a
wname.
he Panda II range - that's the new
name- comes in sizes 40,000-50,000,
Btu/h, 55,000-65,000 Btu/h, 70,000-
90,000 Btu/h and 95,000-120,000 Btu/h.
All cased boiler models will takean
optional integral programmer. All boilers
feature one simple control to set the
~ thermostat. All need only once-a-~ year maintenance. All areDOBETA approved and offerfast availabiliti:< and THORN EM. Heating LimitedEastern Avenue. Team ValleyTradmg Estate. Gateshead. Tyne &Wear NEll OPG.competitive pricing. Telephone: (0632)87221 1. Telex: Thor H.Q. Gateshead 53265.
~ .. ~~ ~ il~SS r.' !f:! r.' ! r.. r.' r.' r.'
The new40/S0 Pandall.Atough little baby.
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~~EXHIBITION
2-6 Aprii1984
Netaheat
by Potterton
The Potterton Netaheat
MkII has been hailed as
somewhat of a revolution,
designed to fit where most
other gas boilers won't.
The fresh air inlet and flue
duct of the balance flue
system can be run either to
the left, right or rear of
the boiler to a miniature
terminal on the outside
wall of the building.
Other advantages
include a patented
fully-automatic control
system with a pilot burner
which only fires during
main burner ignition and
operation, resulting in
excellent gas economy.
Also, the cast-iron
"Monobloc" heat
exchanger has medium
capacity water content, so
allowing gravity operation
on the domestic hot water
circuit.
The Netaheat 10-16 has
an output ranging from 10
to 16 kW (34,000 to 55,000
Btu/h) and is suitable for
town's gas and natural
gas. There is also a model
suitable for LPG.
With the incorporation of a
Building Services section in
this year's HEVAC Exhibi-
tion, the indications are that
many more visitors will be
attracted to what is now a
very broad-based show.
Spanning five days, from
2 to 6 April, at the National
Exhibition Centre, Birming-
ham, it will be the only op-
portunity for many in the
trade to see all the latest
products and development
in the heating, ventilating
and air conditioning in-
dustry, as well as new tech-
nological advances in all
major areas of building ser-
vices.
A unique feature of this
year's event is the "Heat
Pump Village", sponsored
by the Heat Pump Manu-
facturers Association, and
involving many of the major
manufacturers of heat
pumps, who have all got to-
gether to demonstrate the
importance of heat pumps
in today's energy conscious
market.
With HEVAC 84 divided
into specific product areas,
finding one's way around
the Exhibition will be signifi-
cantly easier this year. The
introduction of a computer
routing system will also
make a visit to HEVAC
more enjoyable, enabling
visitors to plan their route
around the show.
There will be eight dis-
tinct production sections
covering domestic heating;
industrial and commercial
heating; ventilation, air
conditioning and refriger-
ation; plumbing and
engineering services; con-
servation and controls;
building serices; and a
general section to accom-
modate other important int-
erests such as group and
national stands.
• Maester Electronics have re-
cently released Trac-a-Leak, a
robust portable gas leak detector
for use by gas equipment fitters
and installers. Trac-a-Leak will
sense and locate minute leakage
sources of natural/town gas, LPG,
Butane and Propane. The unit is
simple to operate and offers con-
siderable time saving when com-
pared to conventional gas detec-
tion methods. The instrument is
quick to respond, giving a clear,
audible signal which rises and falls
with the varying concentrations of
gas detected. Trac-a-Leak is low
cost and is supplied complete with
carrying case for extra protection
and storage when not in use.
B"'EFLV. · ·
Licence Gas Installers? As
we went to press there was
a suggestion that the British
Government was consider-
ing the radical step of licen-
sing gas installers. No one
has, as yet, confirmed that
such a move will definitely
take place but the HVCA
has indicated that they
would not oppose the idea.
New
Standard
for Baths
The 1I RS has recently is-
sued a Draft Standard
public review for all b-
made from cast acry IC
sheet. The Institute main-
tains that the need for the
Standard has arisen be-
cause of the high number of
sub-standard cast acrylic
baths coming on the
market.
The Standard specifica-
tion is in metric units with
some dimensions being dir-
ect equivalents of the
imperial sizes. However,
where possible, dimensions
have been rounded off to
"sensible" metric sizes.
With the exception of the
750 mm wide bath, the
nominal widths and lengths
are based on the 100mm
module to facilitate modular
co-ordination.
The Standard incl.
requirements for the ~
perties of the basic cast
acrylic sheet, together with
performance tests on the
finished bath to ensure a
satisfactory product.
Comments must be sub-
mitted to the Institute by 19
March.
STEAM PRODUCTION
AND HEATING EFFICIENCY ~~O.
START WITH A 0"~
ROBEY BOILER N &'NOO"~l)ANDGOONANDO ..
• 212 Boiler/Generator versions - to suit your specification. n ~"ID·I·,,·_'''.'.''~~.'
• Coal, Gas, Peat, Wood, Oil and Waste Heat firing systems. ~
• Steam outputs from 1,000 to 60,000 Ibs/hr.
• Hot Water Generators giving 5 to 60 million BTU's/hr.
S.L. COMBUSTION SERVICES LTD. LAHERDANE, BALLYVDLANE, CORK Tel: 501411 boilermakers of international repute
158 CASTLEREAGH RD.. BELFAST BT5 5FT. Tel: Belfast 59282
4 IHVN. February /984 6
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• A typical Air Products cylinder sales centre.
Air Products Come
to Ireland ECONOMIZEQUAUTY
Address: _
Name: _
Position: _
Company: _
The Penn P77 single and P78 dual pressure switches are certainly
a qualified investment if you wish to economize on stock.
installation time and service costs.
Now is the time to economize by investing in Penn quality.
Easy installation due to universal mounting PQssibilities and
large wiring space. saves costly installation time.
Leakproof bellows. a high quality contactblock and corrosion
resistant. weatherproof aluminium enclosure cut down extra
service costs.
A few basic models which cover most commercial and industrial
applications on both new installations and replacement jobs.
reduce your inventory costs.
r----------------,! Please send me detailed information on the P77 single and I
P78 dual pressure switches.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I
1
11);1/} tf 4 Walkinstown Road. Dublin 12. Tel. 522355.:
f Iflano herm LTD 522018.5222229. Telex: 24467,L ~
Naturally your choice is
J~HNSON
CONTR~LS
Penn
Products
custom-built facilities are
constructed on a
permanent site nearby. All
types of industrial gases
will be available for
collection from this
location, including special
gases for the electronics
industry. Air Products'
total range of cylinder
gases includes oxygen,
nitrogen, propane,
acetylene, carbon dioxide,
helium, hydrogen as well
as branded products such
as Coogar and Astec
shielding gases and Apachi
cutting gases.
The new facility will be
managed and operated by
four locally-recruited
personnel.
Air Products Ireland Ltd
is a part of the European
operations of Air Products
and Chemicals, Inc Air
Products' activities in
Europe include industrial
gases, cryogenic process
equipment, chemicals, and
engi neeri ng services.
The international industrial
gas company Air Products
announced the launch of a
new venture - Air
Products Ireland Ltd - in
Dublin last month. With
the establishment of an
industrial gas facility, the
company commenced
trading immediately,
supplying compressed
gases to customers in and
around the Dublin area.
Speaking about the new
venture Robin Cops, a
'rector of Air Products
eland Ltd said, "Our
entry into Ireland is in
direct response to
market-place demand. We
have also had
encouragement from
several large multinational
companies with whom we
are already doing business
on a worldwide basis."
The Cylinder Sales
Centre commenced trading
from 22/27 North
Brunswick Street, Dublin
7, and will continue to
serve as a base under
Casting Conference
The Eleventh casters, material and
International Pressure Die equipment suppliers,
Casting Conference will researchers and users from
take place in Lyon, around the world.
France, from 19-22 June Programme available from
1984. This three-yearly Zinc Development
international conference Association, 34 Berkeley
attracts about 400 Square, London WIX
delegates including die 6AJ.
IHVN, Febn 7
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IDHE/Landis & Gyr Lecture on Controls
• IDHE/Landis & Gyr: Michael Murphy, Brown Boveri with Charles Billings, Heal Merchants Lld and Jimmy
Boucher, Heating Distributors Lld.
• IDHE/Landis & Gyr: Michael Murphy, Brown Boveri with Richard Burke and Alan Ayers, Landis & Gyr;
Diarmuid O'Sullivan, Brown Boveri; and Christy Kane, Treasurer,IDHE.
name, will continue to
manufacture the current
Millex products - heat
exchange coils and water
coolers in the existing
60,000 sq ft factory leased
from the IDA.
Millex Ltd was
established in Ireland in
1979 by Hiross
International Corporation.
The existing management
of the Millex plant, all of
whom are Irish, will be
retained.
£1mMillex Takeover
Thermal Werke Gmbe of
Hockenheim, a major
West German heating
firm, are to take over the
Millex Ltd plant at
Drogheda, Co Louth. A £1
million expansion
programme is planned,
supported by the IDA,
which is expected to treble
output from the Drogheda
plant over the next three
years.
The company, which
will trade under the Millex
Managing Director and the I Brown Boveri who also
several other personnel of attended.
"Heatminder one" pack
includes a time
programmer, room stat,
cylinder stat, and a 3-way
mixing valve, with actuator
motor. Additional controls
are included in the
"Heatminder Two" pack,
and we understand that
they will very shortly be
offering a very special deal
to contractors whereby if
they purchase a total of 10
packs (split between "one"
and "two" packs) then
they will get an additional
pack free.
Michael Murphy of
Brown Boveri Ireland Ltd,
(agents in Ireland for
Landis & Gyr) is to be
congratulated, as is
Diarmuid O'Sullivan,
An excellent lecture,
arranged by the IDHE,
was recently given at the
Institute of Engineers,
Clyde Road, Dublin 4 by
the well-known controls
manufacturers, Landis &
Gyr Ltd. It was indeed
most gratifying to see such
a packed audience, which
suggests that the heating
industry is still actively
interested in this subject.
The lecture started
sharply at 8 pm, and even
at that point, the lecture
hall was full to capacity. It
is regretted that a number
of late-corners had to
tand at the rear of the
all.
A most interesting
presentation was made by
Richard Burke of Landis &
Gyr, with the back-up
assistance of Alan Ayers
(Dad to his friends -
including his many new
Irish friends).
Demonstration stands,
with a large selection of
controls on display, and
slides, made the occasion
all the more educational
and interesting. Richard
started with a selection of
time clocks, and room
thermostats and he
emphasised the importance
that an "accelerator"
plays in the application of
the later unit.
Among a large selection
f other controls
demonstrated were cylinder
stats, gas control valves, 2-
and 3-port mixing valves,
weather compensating
controls and including
optimisers. Richard makes
a particular hobby of
optimisers, but time did
not allow him to pursue
this to the desired level of
instruction. He did,
however, stress that he
would like to come back
again to go into
commercial/industrial
controls in greater depth,
and this kind offer is very
likely to be accepted by the
IDHE.
A particular feature of
the meeting was the
emphasis placed on the
advantages to be gained by
consumers, with obvious
spin-off gains for the
contractor, by the use of
control "packs". Their
IHVN, February /984 7
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Snail Dispenses with
HA Water TankSociety of CharteredSurveyors in the
Republic of Ireland
• During a recent visit to the Dantherm factory at Skive in Denmark,
manufacturing source of the Walk-Air AF dehumidifier units, two
directors of Kennet Refrigeration, lan Westbury and Peter Holmes,
handed over the order for their 10th Walk-Air machine to Eddie
Vaughan, Sales Manager of Walker Air Conditioning (UK) Ltd. Walk-
Air units have been installed in many school swimming pools, leisure
centres, sports facilities and even private homes throughout Britain,
bringing with them the benefits of reduced heating costs and condens-
ation-free pool air.
Housewarmer
Leaflet and
Sales Aid
from Thorn
A new six-page,
A4 size, gate-fold
leaflet from Thorn
EMI Heating gives
comprehensive technical
data and information on
the Housewarmer
combined gas back-boiler
and fire front range. A
further new Housewarmer
sales aid takes the form of
a self-select "pocket pack"
containing full-colour
pictures and essential basic
data on the complete range
of fire fronts. Copies from
Thorn EMI Heating Ltd,
Eastern Avenue, Team
Valley Trading Estate,
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
NEIIOPG.
is turned on, the system
comprises a tightly coiled
"pipe within pipe"
exchanger. Three small
pipes on a triangular pitch
are located centrally within
an outer pipe. These carry
cold utility water, while
hot primary water is
circulated on the
counterflow exchange
principle through the outer
pipe.
With low water content,
accurate temperature
control and effective
insulation, the
manufacturers claim the
Snail is highly
energy-efficient, a single
unit producing up to 20
litres of hot water a
minute at up to 50°C.
Capacity can be increased
to up to 400 litres per
minute by arranging units
together in parallel.
Designed to minimise
thermal loss, it is claimed
that with an inlet
temperature of 70°C, the
Snail will continuously
produce domestic hot
water at 50°C, returning
the primary water at 30°C.
A thermostatic control
valve is fitted for adjusting
water temperatures.
A new heat transfer device
which provides a constant
source of hot water
without the need for a hot
water storage tank, and
which is claimed to reduce
energy costs by around
20070, has been launched
by ISS Clorius.
Called the Heat Snail,
the system is suitable for
any application where
there is a constant source
of primary hot water, such
as community or CHP
heating schemes or
industrial and municipal
buildings where large
quantities of hot water are
required.
The Snail is principally
an instantaneous water
heater, generating a
continuous supply of hot
water at the temperature
required.
Activated automatically
when a hot tap or shower
committees of the RICS in
London similar to that
held formerly by the
Branch.
The reconstitution has
taken place after
discussions and negotia-
tions with the RICS
over a number of years.
The society considers it to
be a most satisfactory
arrangement as it provides
the necessary autonomy in
national and international
affairs for chartered
surveyors in this country
while, at the same time,
maintaining the highest
professional standards of
the RICS and full
representation in that
worldwide body.
The Republic of Ireland
Branch of the Royal
Institution of Chartered
Surveyors has been
reconstituted as the Society
of Chartered Surveyors in
the Republic of Ireland.
The society has full
autonomy in representing
the profession in the
Republic in its relationship
with the Government,
other public authorities,
professional and other
bodies and in international
affairs. The society is a
constitutent body of the
Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors and
membership is limited to
members of the RICS. It
also maintains
representations on relevant
AnCO
COURSE
Resulting from the
recommendations which
were formulated by the
Gas Technical Standard
Committee in relation to
training of gas equipment
installers, AnCO Cabra
has designed and installed
a training course based
upon these
recommendations.
The course is entitled
"Gas Equipment
Installation and Fault
Diagnosis," and the
duration is one month on
a full time basis. So far
three courses have been
run and the feedback from
the participants has been
very encouraging.
All applicants must be
qualified plumbers, pipe
fitters or have a related
trade certi ficate.
The course content
majors on practical work
and demonstrations and is
very much in line with the
syllabus for City & Guilds
598 Part 2 Certificate.
Details are available
from the AnCO Training
Centre, Cabra, (Tel:
Dublin 303133).
8 IHVN, February 1984 10
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makes plumb good s...__
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JOHNSON &STARLEY APPOINT C&F
£1.6m Water Scheme for Tinahely/Carnew
• Secretary, Department
of Energy: The
Government has appointed
Joseph C Holloway, at
present Secretary of the
Department of Industry,
Trade, Commerce and
Tourism, to Secretary of
the Department of Energy
with effect from the 25
February, 1984, in
succession to John Kevin
O'Leary, who is retiring
from the Civil Service.
• Parkastack Handbook:
A new 16-page
comprehensive handbook
on the Parkastack masonry
block chimney system has
been published by Park
Sectional Insulating Co
Ltd. Copies are freely
available from Park
Sectional Insulation Co
Ltd, 244 Romford Road,
Forest Gate, London, E7
9HZ, (Tel: London 534
7695/7435).
BRIEFLY ...
• Atlas Copco: After 50
years of service to Irish
industry, the world-famous
Swedish company Atlas
Copco made its Irish
exhibition debut at the
Engineering and Industrial
Equipment Show at the
RDS recently. Atlas Copco
is one of the world's
largest companies engaged
in modern compressed air
techniques. It operates in
120 countries and employs
18,000 and markets over
3,000 different products.
• John Grear, a well known
figure in the domestic heating in-
dustry, has joined Thorn EMI
Heating as Marketing Manager.
market leaders in gas-fired
warm air appliances for
new housing and upgrade
and replacement projects,
anticipate market
opportunities in the
Republic with the
availability soon of natural
gas leading to significant
conversion programmes.
Shillelagh and Carnew,
together with a service
reservoir outside Carnew.
Completion date is July of
next year.
Consulting engineers on
the project are J B Barry
and Partners, acting for
Wicklow County Council.
substantial London-based
company with extensive
business interests.
The Irish company,
under the management of
Brendan Whooley,
welcomes this
announcement and sees
this development as a
means of providing further
expansion in Ireland.
division of the McInerney
Properties Group.
The scheme consists of a
river intake and
pumphouse, and a major
water treatment plant.
Approximately 15,000
metres of pipeline will be
laid to serve Tinahely,
heaters.
Managing Director of C
& F Ltd, who are based on
the Chapelizod Industrial
Estate, is John Duignan
who has had extensive
experience in the
installation of warm air
heating systems and
currently distributes a
range of gas appliances.
J & S, who are UK
Dublin-based Chloride
Shires Ireland Ltd, which
has been trading
successfully in this country
for over 30 years.
The purchase price of
approximately £9.5 million
Sterling or £12.25 million
Punt is well in excess of
the nett asset value, and
will be paid in cash.
The purchaser is a
• Signing the contract for a £1.6m million water sche~e for the Tinahel~/~arne~ ar~a in County Wick.lo~,
which will be undertaken for Wicklow County Council by Mclnerney (CIVIl Engmeermg) Ltd, the specIalist
division of the Mclnerney Properties Group were (from left) Ged T Pierse, Managing Director, Mclnerney (Civil
Engineering) Ltd and Kevin Ryan, Chairman of Wicklow County Council.
An agreement has been
reached, subject to
contract, that the
international sanitaryware
and bathroom
manufacturer - Chloride
Shires Ltd - will be
acquired by Sir Richard
Suttons Settled Estates.
This agreement also
provides for the
acquisition of the
Chloride Shires Bought Over
Warm air specialists
Johnson & Starley, of
Northampton, have
appointed C & F Ltd of
Dublin as their agent in
the Republic to handle
sales of gas-fired air
heaters for domestic
central heating, Janus
water heaters, industrial
up-flow heaters and
Janstor storage water
10 IHVN, February 1984
Work is to start
immediately on a £1.6
million water scheme for
the Tinahely/Carnew area
in Co Wicklow. The works
will be undertaken by
McInerney (Civil
Engineering) Ltd, the
specialist civil engineering
'-..
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etc. offering a complete design to print
service.
Please allow us to quote for your
requirements.
End of an Era
The decision to call a creditors
meeting for Messers Johnson Bros &
Wilson spells practically the end of
an era. It is sad to hear of the
closure of any firm but it is more
sad when it is one of the oldest
firms in the business.
Over the years we have lost
Musgraves, Bell & Martin, Dowlings
(Heating Dept), Clyde Successors, to
mention but a few of the pre-war
and immediate post-war companies
who really formed the foundation of
the heating trade as we know it
to-day. There are still a couple of
the originals left, let us hope that
they continue to prosper.
Howard Parker
Joins Rotary
I had a visit recently from Howard
Parker who has joined the Rotary
Group.
Howard has had many years
experience in the construction
industry particularly with plant. His
long experience should prove useful
to his new employer.
His visit gave me an opportunity
to study the excellent brochure
published by Rotary detailing the
group's activities. This was a
publication of quality and interest.
It is a pity that more larger firms
do not attempt to produce such a
booklet, maybe it is one of the keys
to the success of Rotary overseas
activities.
Dearborn Seminar
Dearborn Chemicals Ltd hosted a
seminar in the Drumkeen Hotel,
which had a capacity attendance of
industrialists, engineers, consultants
and local authority officials.
The guest list was drawn up by
the local agents of Dearborn - L A
Cooke & Co of Corporation Street,
Belfast.
The speakers, who dealt with
combustion and water problems
included from Dearborn, Mr S
Brown, Senior Consultant, Mr T
Rawlings, Engineering Manager.
12 1HVN, February 1984
Also present were Mr Cooke and
Mr Moore of L A Cooke.
Golden Jubilee
The Northern Ireland Branch of the
Institution of Civil Engineers spent
last month celebrating their Golden
Jubilee. Mr and Mrs Ronnie Bryson
had a busy week commencing with
the opening of an exhibition
featuring the local successes of its
members efforts. During the
celebrations they were accompanied
by the President - Mr. Gaffney
and his wife.
The jolifications finished with a
Ball in the Belfast City Hall which
was attended by all the leading
personalities of the Province.
Change of Title
Mr. E. Tully Senior Vice-President
of the Chartered Institution of
Building Services on a visit to the
North Eastern REgion announced
that the institution is to seek an
agreement with the Privy Council
for a change of title which will
include the word "Engineer".
It would be interesting to hear
the views of the institutions which
formed the original CEI and the
present Engineering Council on the
move.
Appointment
The Shell-owned Ergas Company,
distributors of LPG, have announced
the appointment of Mr Sam
Chambers as General Manager.
Formerly with Redland of Northern
Ireland, Mr Chambers will be
responsible for the Craigavon,
Larne and the new Belfast LPG
installation.
AnothBf magazine
printed by
Annual Dinner
The Annual Dinner of the N,I
Section of the Institute of Energy
will be held in the Culloden Hotel
on the 14th March, 1984.
The same institute have also
arranged for an address by Dr.
Punchbeck of the Mining
Corporation on the subject - "The
Development of the Crumlin Lignite
Deposit and Its Future". The lecture
will take place at 7 pm in the Ashby ~'
Lecture Theatre, 22nd March 1984.
Detals of both are available from
the Hon Sec F. R. McBride, phone
(0232) 63694.
Agents for
Oliver Ashworth
McWhirk & Johnson of Howard
Street, Belfast, have been appointed
agents and distributors for the
valves, tubes and fittings
manufactured by Oliver Ashworth.
FlaktEnergyShow
Flakt Products, one of the UK's
leading specialists in air handling
technology, are exhibiting at the H •
& V Energy Show, to be held at Th~
Culloden Hotel, Holywood, Co
Down, on 29 February and 1 March
1984, to support their Northern
Ireland agent, Environmental
Agencies Ltd.
Staff from both Flakt Products
and Environmental Agencies Ltd,
will be available to discuss with
potential and existing customers the
products and services offered.
Flakt's product range includes the
KDA air handling units, Optivent
VAV systems and fan coil units.
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• The locomotive which a railway section of the Irish Steam Preservation Society obtained from
Bord na Mona as it was about to be scrapped.
IA gentleman is said to be a man of -
honourable and kindly behaviour -
such a description very aptly
describes Vincent Duffy. Vincent is
known to many in the industry as
someone you could freely turn to
for advice and help with a problem
and he would expect nothing in
return. Another aspect to his
character is the fact that he never
has a "bad word" to say about
anyone and always gives the benefit
of the doubt when conflict arises.
He has a genuine interest in
people and it is this that has given
rise to a number of his interests
outside the heating industry. Music,
especially light opera, is his main
passion but when he is not
producing one of the little known
operas that he so painstakingly
researches, he is on the panel of
selectors for the junior Old
Belvedere rugby team. These of
course tend to be winter activities
and less demanding for the rest of
the year. So you would think that
all that demand on his spare time
might deserve a rest in the summer,
well not a bit of it.
Vincent has, for a number of
years now, been involved with the
restoration of steam locomotives
and the setting up of' a 3ft gauge
railway in Stradbally, this interest
being very much a summer activity.
His business career in the heating
industry started after completing a
diploma course in the College of
Technology, Bolton Street. Vincent
started with' the consulting engineer,
John Deasy, where he gained very
valuable experience both in design
and, as Vincent says himself, in how
to work with people. Further
experience was gained in the Board
of Works and Bord na Mona, the
latter being in the Bord's
experimental station working with
such well known names as Frank
Lunny and Dusty Miller.
From Bord na Mona Vincent
went to Heitons as it was then, now
Heiton McFerran, where he set up
the heating department and was very
involved in experiments with local
anthracite from Ballingarry. Before
joining Irish Shell in 1970, he ran a
small engineering workshop for
Heitons which was involed with
architectural metalwork.
But to get back to music it was
the works of Gilbert and Sullivan,
especially that of Sullivan, that
plunged Vincent into the world of
light opera and from his early days
at Old Belvedere College he was
.involved either playing a part or
VINCENT
DUFFY
involved in some way in the
production of operas.
In recent years he has worked on
freelance production of some of the
lesser-known operas which he has
travelled to Italy to research. His
good working knowledge of French,
Spanish, and especially Italian has
been of great assistance in his
research work which has payed off
in recent productions at the
Waterford Festival of Light Opera,
with the north Dublin city company
of St Johns. An opera called
Martha, which Vincent researched,
won the overall award the year
before last and Maritana and
Daughter of Madame Angot are
other operas researched by Vincent
which have received great acclaim.
What attracts him to opera
production is the pulling together of
all the various aspects involved -
the music, costumes, props, lighting
sets, and most of all, the people
who make up the company.
When researching an opera
Vincent looks, not just for
something that is little known, it
must also be tuneful and have style
or mood. Much of these qualities
are to be found in the vast
collection of Italian operas. "There
must be a piece of music in the
opera that will grab the imagination
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• Vincent was also involved in the restoration of an engine similar to this which was then shipped
10 Wales and converted for use on a 2-gauge railway.
and will stay in the minds of the
audience long after the performance
is over," he says.
From opera to steam locomotives
seems to be a big step but Vincent is
just as at home talking about either.
Steam engines came into his life
early on when, as a child, he spent
many a happy summer in the
railway station in Kingscourt, Co
Cavan, watching and indeed helping
in the day-to-day activities of what
was then a busy railway terminus.
In those days steam ruled and it was
not for many years that diesel
engines began to take over and
finally almost wiped out all the old
steam locomotives from the country.
Vincent and a number of other
interested people were in fact
instrumental in saving some of the
last steam locomotives in the
country which were designed for the
3 ft gauge railway which was the
system operated by Bord na Mona.
It also serviced a number of systems
to various parts of the country,
most notably West Clare.
By the early 1970's the Railway
Section of the Irish Steam
Preservation Society, which was the
group that Vincent had helped to
form, had a steam locomotive
carriage and track which they set up
in a woodland estate in Stradbally,
Co Laoise. Over the following years
this became an established part of
the holiday scene with the public
taking trips on the railway through
a typical Irish woodland.
So, whether it is opera, rugby or
steam locomotives, for Vincent it is
the people that are important and
the sharing of experience and
helping each other through the
problems that may arise. This is the
main ingredient which makes these
activities, not only worthwhile for
Vincent, but also extremely
interesting and fulfilling.
An exciting new concept from Roof Units Group
packages all the best characteristics of their
centrifugal fan units and presents them all in slim
line cases ready for connection to ducting or
flexible hose systems.
The elegantly designed external rotor motor
m~tched to abackward curved impeller, gives
qUiet effortless performance against resistance
and the important feature of full speed control
allows the user to select precise performance in
situ.
The "in line" or straight through air flow
concept renders obsolete additional connecting
ducting to the fan unit, and since the fan is
housed within the duct then only marginal space
is required to contain the power unit.
No protruding motors, no pulleys, full speed
control, quiet and powerful, straight from the
ca.rton and bolted or dipped in the system in
minutes.
Performances from lOOc.f.m. to 5,OOOc.f.m.
operating up to 1.5 ins. W.g. and available from our
nationwide stockists.
Ifs easy to stay on the straight and narrow -
send for a leaflet about the fabulous EUROFLOW
1N UNE" duct fans.
VENTILATION TO THE NATION
Pearlree t!ouse, Pearlree Lane, Dudley, West Midlands DY2 OQU.
TeI: No: Bnerley Hill 103841 74062.Telex: No: 33596 RUNITS G.
DUBLIN DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED (0001) 720448
BELFAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329 16
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'Sweepaire' from
Vent-Axia
Vent-Axia have just
released the Sweepaire
range of ceiling sweep
fans, a major addition to
their existing range of
ventilation units.
The Sweepaire can be
effectively used in a wide
variety of locations,
recapturing and using
stratified heat to help
reduce heating costs in
winter, while keeping the
atmosphere cool and
pleasant in the summer.
The Sweepaire ceiling
fan is available in four
diameters, 1,500, 1,400,
1,200 and 900 mm, with
four downrod lengths, 950,
500, 300 and 200 mm, and
is finished in high gloss
white stove paint with
polypropylene terminal and
ceiling covers.
A controller unit is also
available and can operate
up to six fans.
Further details may be
obtained from GKN
Autoparts (Ireland) Ltd,
Camac Close, Emmet
Road, Inchicore, Dublin 8,
(Tel: 781700).
ilL Water Monitors
A range of microprocessor
-controlled, on-line, ion
selective monitors for
water-quality monitoring
applications has been
introduced by Industrial
Instruments Ltd.
Designated the Kent ElL
8080 Series, it consists of
three monitors, the 8081,
8082 and 8086, designed
to continuously measure
fluoride, ammonia and
nitrate levels in drinking
water, river water
monitoring applications
and sewage works.
Accuracy of
measurement is ensured
by automatic two-point
standardisation at user
programmable intercals.
Data is stored in a
non-volatile memory,
which incorporates battery
back-up to protect the
data for up to 21 days in
the event of mains power
failure.
Further details from
Industrial Instruments Ltd,
6 Herbert Place, Dublin 2,
(761691/764827); Telex:
24789.
and duty cycle.
For each controlled load
the Temp Miser can
provide "optional start"
each morning and "night
set back" each evening. A
"link load" feature here
ensures that, once the
boiler fires, a pump or fan
can be overridden on.
Each load can be
switched on/off during the
day to achieve the correct
zone temperature. Duty
cycle of appropriate loads
is also available.
Demand control may be
added at little extra cost
with each load having its
own minimum on time,
maximum shed time etc.
Up to eight on / off
schedules for each load are
available every day with
special day and holiday
features. A battery backup
is standard.
For further details
contact: Manutec Ltd,
Springfield, Ballingarry, Co
Limerick, (069-68144).
new
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• The new Condair RES steam humidifier available from Walker Air
Conditioning.
control system. With a
maximum of 16 loads and
eight temperature inputs,
ie zones, it can provide
optimisation of
heating/cooling plant.
Furthermore, it can
accommodate five
different heating type
loads, namely: heating,
cooling he~t pump, fan
••••
••• ••
••
••••••••
•••
• The new "Temp Miser" from Manutec.
Steam Humidifier from
Walker
The new range of Condair
RES steam humidifiers for
permanent installation in
small and medium-sized
applications is now
available from Walker Air
Conditioning.
The Condair RES
functions according to the
electrode boiler steam
generating principle, which
guarantees chalk-free and
germ-free air. It is simple
to install and its
standardised connections
permit easy connection to
the water supply and drain
lines. Of compact size with
miniaturised electronics on
a single plug-in board, it
Iso has the option of a
ordless infra-red remote
control humidistat. If
required, a timer can be
built into the appliance.
The humidifier requires
virtually no maintenance
since the only part which
needs attention is the
steam cylinder which may
be used to be replaced
approximately every two
years depending on water
quality.
Details are available
from Walker Air
Conditioning, Dublin
Industrial Estate, Finglas
Road, Dublin 11, (Tel:
300844); and 9a Cherryhill
Road, Dundonald, Belfast,
BT16 OJH (Tel:
Dundonald 5234).
'Temp Miser' by
Manutec
The new 'Temp Miser' just
launched by Manutec Ltd,
js a compact heating
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The McWllJNGE fILt
Mrs. Fanny McWhinge,
The Sheilings,
Ballychilly.
Ward 13,
Hospital of St. Anguish the Martyr,
Ballychilly.
19th January 1984.
Dear Mrs. McWhinge,
Betty tells me that she has informed you of my stupid
accident. Thank you for your sympathy and you're
right. It would have been worse if I sat in it! I'll tell
you one thing - never again will I buy or use a
flypaper. I know just how the poor creatures feel
when they are stuck there unable to move. They
finally got all the superglue and all the formica off my
hands so I don't have to be fed any more and I can
read, and write letters. If I wanted to go in for a life
of crime I would be well fixed now because there's
one sure thing - I'd never leave any fingerprints. Or
palm prints either. I must have lost enough skin to
make a good sized wallet - if I had anything to put
into it after what this lot is costing me.
And there's more to come! When I was trapped by
my hands and feet I got into a panic and started
jumping about, panel and all, to try and get free or
maybe get to the phone or in some way change my
bad situation for a better one. Naturally, I was in a
very strained and uncomfortable position and I was
that way for several hours. Anyway, to make a long
story short, when they finished skinning my hands
they discovered that I had a displaced. vertebra which
I certainly didn't have when I started doing the job on
the formica. So it could be a long job. They let me
out of bed but I need a stick to walk and I'm doubled
up quite a bit.
As you know, I've only a small business and there
is no one to take my place so I am having to ask all
my current customers and prospective customers,
including yourself Mrs. McWhinge, to be a bit patient
'till I get active again.
Sorry about all the personal details, now to get
down to business. I had worked out a price but I
didn't have it on paper. I can install a high-output
back boiler and a proper interlink system, all
according to Coal Information Services and the IIRS,
for £875. When I am back in business I will put all
that into a proper estimate as I always do. It's the only
businesslike way to work, but do please be patient. I
don't know when I will be working again.
Betty, my wife, mentioned to me that you wanted
my advice about gas, since it will shortly be available
here. At the present time there is little or nothing
between the price of gas and the price of the oil that
you are presently using and that you find too
expensive. I won't go into a lot of jargon about boiler
efficiencies and useful therms, but will you take my
word for it that all the experts would agree that for
domestic use there is very little in it between gas and
oil for domestic premises. Mind you, if I was advising
on a straight choice- between gas and oil, I might
favour gas because you don't have to provide a
/6 /H VN. February /984
chimney or tank.
There is the old argument that gas is a monopoly
and the oil business is competitive but if you notice
the way that the big boys in the oil world all move
their prices up at the same time and keep their
product costs at the same level, I don't see them
cutting each others' throats to get business.
My wife also said that Mr Fortinbrass McWhinge,
your nephew, thought that gas prices were unlikely to
rise and might even drop because natural gas is one
of the Nation's assets. It that was really the case then
it would be a very powerful argument for the gas
industry. I won't venture an opinion myself, but just
put the two sides of the case to you. As I see it,
apart from the actual cost of producing the gas,
which is hardly likely to drop, any future price
increases depend mainly on two bodies - the
Government and the Unions.
Now you may take the view that our Government,
or any Government that succeeds it, is anxious to
pass on the benefits of this national asset as cheaply
as possible so that the citizenry will benefit to the
greatest possible degree. Or you may take the view
that the Government is having to find so much money
just to pay the interest on loans that they will miss no
possible chance to screw a further reluctant few bob
from those of us who are still lucky enough to have
jobs.
On the question of the Unions, or more accurately
their leaders and decision-makers, you may take the
view that these are a decent public-spirited band of
men, ready to keep agreements in the spirit as well as
the letter and genuinely concerned to take no more
than their fair share of any available cake so as to
keep prices down and thereby help the more deprived
sections of our community. Or you may take the view
that agreements mean nothing to them and that they
are greedy opportunisits, out for all that they can
extort and to Hell with anyone else. You would, I am
sure, find people who would argue either of these
cases. I express no opinion and simply leave it to your
own good common sense and experience of the
world.
There is the point that gas, or for that matter oil, is
rather less work, admittedly at higher cost and this
may be important for a lady like yourself who is no
longer exactly young. But solid fuel isn't much extra
work if you organise yourself properly and the beauty
of solid fuel is that you can always get a small bag of
coal or a bale of briquettes without having to spend a
fortune on quarterly bills or £300 fills of oil. It's up to
you, but I wouldn't hold your breath waiting for gas
prices to come down.
Don't hold your breath waiting for me to come out
of hospital either. This back of mine looks like
becoming a real problem. And I'd like to know who
passed on the whole story to the "Ballychilly
Braggart". Did you see the piece they did about the
most stuck-up man in town?
Yours in some discomfort,
J. Bibcock.
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Tir na nOg,
Innis Flannel,
January 20th 1984.
Mrs. Fanny McWhinge,
The Shielings,
Ballychilly.
Dear Aunt Fanny,
Thank you for the your letter of the 17th, I seem to
have caused offence without meaning to and I am
really very sorry. I would ask you to understand that
"old" is a relative expression and I used it because
you have been my Aunt for a fair few years, ever
since you married my late uncle and I do understand
that you were quite young at the time. So if I
affectionately think of you as my "old" Aunt, I mean
the Aunt that I have thought of fondly for a long time
now. It's all relative as I said. For example, this
morning I threw out myoid razor blade, but I had
only used it for a week since it was new. If you see
what I mean.
The real purpose of my writing to you in the first
place was to save money. That Mr Bibcock may be all
very well - he can't be that bright or he wouldn't
have had such a silly accident - but do you really
need him? Now you know from experience that
Sleeveen is much cheaper. Granted he hasn't much
of a brain either, but if you just use him as a pair of
hands, with me to do the thinking and designing, you
could end up with quite a good heating job. He
telephoned me yesterday and said that he thought
you seemed to be annoyed about something but that
he was now doing very good work and was actually
using a computer to control some of his activities.
Now while I would not wish to commit myself to adefinit~ opinion, a man like that cannot be all bad and
he assures me that he can cut Bibcock's prices any
day of the week. Maybe you don't trust him, and
maybe you have reason, but you know you can trust
me and I would promise to keep an eye on the work
and on Mr Sleeveen. There is also the point that Mr
Bibcock is likely to be in hospital for a fair while from
what I hear. Did you know he has a very bad back
now?
Have you thought any more about what I said
regarding gas heating?
Your affectionate nephew,
Fortinbrass.
The Shielings,
Ballychilly.
January 23rd 1984.
Mr. J. Bibcock,
Ward 13,
Hospital of St. Anguish the Martyr,
Ballychilly.
Dear Mr. Bibcock,
You do seem to have been in the wars and it sounds
as if you are not out of trouble yet by a long way. I
remember my first husband, he had back trouble. It
carried him off in the end, that and the drink I
suppose, but his back was a lot to do with it. It's a
pity this didn't happen to you just a couple of years
earlier it was only that I threw out his old wheelchair
and y~u could ha.ve had it very reasonable too. It's
surprising how much you can do in a wheelchair; in
fact he was very glad of it when the drink had got to
his legs a bit. You can really get quite used to not
walking and when you think of the price of shoes
nowadays, I am sure that there are worse things than
a bad back. Please don't think now that I am not
minding my own business, it's just that I think that
we should try to cheer each other up when times are
bad.
Talking of bad times, if and when you do get back
into business, can you not do better than £875 for my
little bit of a job? That's a lot more than the whole
thing cost in the first place and it doesn't seem right
to me. With such a high estimate and with you laid
up anyway, I am sure that you will understand that I
need to get one or two other prices. I don't have
money to burn you know.
It's a pity I threw out the wheelchair. We might
have done a deal with it. As it is we must just hope
that you recover soon or that you are given the
strength to bear the pain that you will have to put up
with. Above all, keep cheerful and hopeful!
Yours sincerely,
Fanny McWhinge (Mrs)
The Shielings,
Ballychilly.
January 23rd 1984.
Mr Samuel Sleeveen,
The Sleeveen Heating Co,
14a Jones Mansions,
Heatons Cross.
Dear Mr Sleeveen,
I heard from my nephew, Fortinbrass, today and he
seemed to think that I was a bit hasty in my last letter
and that I might have hurt your feelings. Now I
wouldn't want to do that but I don't think that there
is too much danger, you have a fairly hard neck and I
don't think much of your talents as a heating engineer
either. That's being straight with you now. At the
same time Fortinbrass says that you would be
agreeable to him keeping an eye on the work and
seeing that it was done properly. On those conditions
I might let bygones be bygones and do business with
you again - I have a very soft nature I'm afraid.
I did ask Mr Bibcock about the work, although
from what I hear now the poor man won't be doing
any work for a while to come. He did give me a price
but I thought it was very high, over £700, and unless
you can do better than that there is no point in you
giving an estimate at all. What I want is a back boiler
to heat as many radiators as possible without using
too much coal. I would want it to heat the hot press
as well and I would want to use the old oil boiler.
Now none of that adds up to the sort of money that
Mr Bibcock was talking about.
So, if you like to come round and have a look at
the job, you are quite welcome but bring Fortinbrass
with you. Don't bother to come if you mean to
charge more than £700, you will just be wasting your
time and mine. I don't COU'lt my nephew's time, he's
well paid out of the takes anyway.
Yours sincerely,
Fanny McWhinge (Mrs)
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PRODUCT REIIIEW: AIR CONDITIONINt: AND IIENTILATION
FEARS FOR THE FUTURE
• Sophisticated air handling units for the 160,000 SQ ft extension to the Wang Laboratories computer plant at
Plassey have been manufactured by a small Limerick city firm, Air Techniques Ltd. Picture shows Liam Keehan
and Stephen Smith, directors of the Shannon Development-assisted small industry, discussing final order details
as the units are about to leave their plant at the Kilmallock Road Enterprise Centre for the Wang construction
project.
It would be ridiculous in
the extreme to suggest that
the last year has been
anything but difficult for
the air conditioning
industry with massive
cutbacks in many
companies and others
finally closing down. That
for many has been the
major talking point and
the prophets of doom spell
out the same fate for the
entire industry but it does
not have to be.
There is a strong feeling
among the more optimistic
that 1983 was the low
point of the recession and
that there are signs that
even in the very early part
of 1984 business has
picked up even though
ever so slightly. World
recession is already coming
to an end and although
Ireland will come out of it
slowly we have our own
gas and the possibility of
oil just around the corner
should mean that we will
be well placed to take
advantage of a pick up in
the economy.
The last year has been
one which contained
lessons for everyone. The
big companies who
previously survived very
well on large contracts had
to look at every job, big or
small to keep going,
smaller companies had to
become even more efficient
to fight the competition
from companies who
previously would not have
been competing.
The big headache has of
course been cash flow.
While most people were
willing to work twice as
hard to just stand still the
killer was getting cash in
to keep the business going.
It was in that area that
most of the disasters have
occurred and many feel
that recent events will cause
somewhat of a 'domino
effect' with suppliers at the
end of the line also going
down.
It is less remarkable to
look at the companies who
have survived more or less
/8 IHVN, February 1984
intact and it becomes
immediately apparent that
diversification has played a
major part in keeping
afloat. Suppliers have
taken on products in areas
that they were previously
not involved in and
contractors have chased all
kinds of services work
where previously they
specialised. Some would
say that while many of the
suppliers and contractors
could spread themselves
around, the consulting
engineer was trapped with
little room for manoeuvre.
This is certainly evident
with many firms as the
entire staff were let go and
they operated only as
supervisors of jobs already
started. Some firms have
been lucky enough to get
work outside the country
and this has kept the
numbers of unemployed
engineers down to a level
which although bad does
give some hope for the
future. It is this aspect of
the recession that
probably will leave its
greatest scars on the
industry as we may find
ourselves as in the past
without people with the
experience and
qualifications to undertake
major projects as the
recession comes about.
There was a time in
Ireland not so long ago
when all the best engineers
as they qualified left the
country as there was no
work for them with the
result that when air
conditioning boomed all
the best engineers were out
of the country and only
gradually did they venture
. home. So if world
recession follows the
pattern suggested other
countries will be out of it
before we are and many
good people will be
tempted to go abroad and
in many instances NEVER
to return. Some predict an
exodus like that in the
fifties when it was the
norm to take the boat to
the UK and of course
those with the better
qualifications stood to get
the best jobs leaving
Ireland very short when
things did improve.
Although many things are
different this time as
unemployment is also very
high in the UK and it is
very difficult to get into
many other countries if
you have no job to go to.
Ireland has also changed
and in many ways for the
better as the growth of
industry at home over the
last few years has at last
brought the engineer into
his own in this country.
What future remains for
the engineer and the air
conditioning engineer
especially remains to be
seen but we can be sure
that as long as industry is
a growth industry in
Ireland there will be a need
to control the environment
both for people and
processes.
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PRODUCT REVIEW: AIR CONDITIONING AND VENTILATION
SHAMROCK GET 'PERSONAL'
Building on their
well-known record in
providing technical
reports, commissioning
and service in the air
conditioning, process, and
special areas of the market,
Shamrock Air
Conditioning Ltd are now
further expanding their
equipment sales by
introducing two new items
to their range.
The first is the
"Personal" air
conditioning unit for small
computer rooms and
offices. The unit is in a
single size, having a
cooling capacity of 5KW,
reheat, 2KW and a
humidification capacity of
10.85 KG/H. The unit is
an aircooled 2x system
using and outdoor
aircooled condenser,
having electronic control
with a display of room
conditions, and built in
alarms.
It is an upblow unit and
its height of 1660mm (65")
• The "Persona'" air condilion-
ing unil from Shamrock.
allows good air
distribution. This
free-standing unit occupies
little room area, having
dimensions of one, 510mm
wide x 350mm deep. It has
a computer standard filter
and operates on 220V - I
- 50 H2.
The second unit is the
Cosatron electronic air
purification system. This
system keeps your existing
air handling system
delivering air so clean that
the amount of make up, or
ventilation air can be
drastically reduced. This
saves energy as less air has
to be either heated or
cooled.
The system also controls
offensive sub-micron
particals of smoke odour
and dust. Cosatron is
unique and, unlike
electrostatic filters, does
not itself collect dust nor
does it make ozone.
Additionally, the
Irish-made Thermo-air
range of air handling units
are also available from
Shamrock Air
Conditioning at
competitive prices.
Contact Shamrock Air
Conditioning Ltd, Unit 4,
Lilmar Industrial Estate,
Coolock Lane, Dublin 9,
(Tel: 427069/427853).
Lucrative
Business for
Air
Techniques
A major factory
construction project in
Limerick has provided
lucrative business for a
recently established small
industry in the city,
emphasising the significant
potential of close linkages
between small and large
industry in Ireland.
Sophisticated air
handling units for the
160,000 sq ft extension to
the Wang Laboratories
computer plant at Plassey
have been manufactured
by Air Techniques Ltd, a
company assisted by
Shannon Development at
Kilmallock Road
Enterprise Centre.
The units, which will
supply heating and
ventilation for the office
DA//(/N
Heat Pump
Multi-System Room Air Conditioners
WALL MOUNTED UNIT
25 Cookstown Ind. Est., Tallaght, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel.: (01)511244/511540 Telex: 31689 COOL El
WALL MOl,lNTED UNITCONDENSING UNIT
Mallow Road, Cork, Ireland.
Tel.: (021)503630, Telex: 26152
• INDEPENDENT OR SIMULTANEOUS USE
• REVERSIBLE FOR SUMMER COOLING
• ADDITIONAL ECONOMIES OVER OTHER SYSTEMS
• QUIET OPERATION
,-
...
-- . ::
..
FLOOR MOUNTED UNIT
AlII CONDITIONINO/AlR DIS'I'III.U1'1ON
coolail1
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PRODUCT REVIEW: AIR CONDITIONING AND VENTII.ATION
areas in the Warig
extension, were supplied
by the Limerick City firm
to very stringent standards
laid down by the
contractors. Capable of
handling 54,000 cubic
metres of air per hour, the
Air Techniques units also
feature attenuators to
ensure that a correct noise
level is maintained.
The air handling units
for the Wang plant were
designed and
manufactured in six weeks
at the Air Techniques
factory set up by
entrepreneurs Liam
Keehan and Stephen Smith
last September. The units
were manufactured to meet
specifications laid down by
Don O'Malley & Partners,
Limerick (mechanical and
.electrical consultants for
the Wang project) for
installation by John
Horgan & Son, Cork
(mechanical contractors).
Air Techniques director,
Liam Keehan, told H& V
News that they now
employ seven people at
their 500 sq m plant and
they hope to build up
employment to 14 by the
end of their first year of
production.
Permanent Demonstration at (oolair
Unit 4, Lilmar Industrial Estate,
Coolock Lane, Santry.
Tel: 427853/427069
Shamrock Air
Conditioning Ltd.
products. They are very
robust, being
manufactured from 18G
galvanised outer casing.
Folding blades are rolled
from 22G 304 2B stainless
steel. Tension springs are
also stainless steel which
means the dampers are of
good anti-corrosive
quality.
They are completely
Irish manufactured at
Sandford's factory in Dun
Laoghaire which means
quick delivery to any part
of Ireland within a few
days. At present the
company produces three
different types - Type 'A'
damper is mainly for high
semi-hermetic reciprocating
compressors.
Among the
Barber-Colman equipment
range is the MPC-8901, a
Microprocessor Controller
designed to provide
automatic starting and
stopping of mechanical
and HVAC equipment. It
can be programmed to
adjust a building's exact
energy needs and reduce
operating costs.
In addition to Daikin
and Barber-Colman,
Coolair also distributes the
Airedale range of
telephone
exchange/computer room
air conditioning equipment
and the VAPAC
humidifier range.
Coolair is located at 25
Cookstown Industrial
Estate, Tallaght, Co
Dublin (Tel: 511244/
511540); and at Mallow
Road, Cork (Tel: 021
503630).
Sandford Irish-made
Fire Dampers
Sandford Engineering Co
Ltd are now
manufacturing
spring-loaded curtain type
fire dampers, registered
under the trade mark
"TIFEU". They have been
fire resistance tested for a
period of four hours to
British Standard 476: Part
8: 1972 and the
International Standard ISO
834: 1975 and evaluated by
the HRS. Sandford hope
mainly to supply ·the home
market with a view to
exporting to Northern
Ireland.
TIFEU fire dampers
have many advantages
over imported similar
coil units, the new system
allows the units to be
placed in different rooms
for independent or
simultaneous use.
This provides for an
effective utilisation of the
condensing units capacity
and gives economies not
normally associated with
split system room air
conditioners. In addition,
the Daikin system is
reversible for summer
cooling operations and
other features include its
quiet operation, washable
air filter and automatic
control for economy.
Coolair recently
Liquid Chillers
Heat Pumps and
Heat Recovery Systems
Computer and Office raised floors
Air Handling Units
Packaged and split packaged units
Dehumidifiers
Computer Room AI C Systems
Selection and design facilities
Commissioning Service
Maintenance
For all your
requirements at
competitive prices
The full range of Daikin
heat pump packaged air
conditioners and
Barber-Colman air
conditioning equipment is
distributed in Ireland
solely by Coolair Ltd, the
Dublin and Cork-based air
conditioning specialists.
The Japanese-
manufactured
Daikin heat pump
multi-system room air
conditioner is the most
recent addition to the
Coolair range. It is capable
of connecting two or three
fan coil units with a single
condensing unit and with
wall or floor-mounted fan
20 IHVN, February /984
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pressure ducted air
conditioning systems,
suitable for any type of
rectangular flanged joints;
Type 'B' is suitable for
low pressure air
conditioning and
ventilation rectangular
ducted systems. Sections
can be bolted together into
banks to form any size
required; and Type 'C' is
suitable for round ducted
high pressure air
conditioning sytems. All
welded joints ensure
minimum air leakage.
All TIFEU damper
blades are spring-loaded
and out of air stream and
are designed for minimum
air resistance. All fire
dampers are activated by
means of a fusible link
normally noc. Higher
ratings can be made
available on request. Other
devices for activating
dampers such as solenoid
valves, electro magnetic
valves and pneumatic
valves are readily available
on request.
A comprehensive
catalogue giving further
details can be had from
Malachy Loughran, at
Sandford Engineering
Company Ltd, Kill
Avenue, Dun Laoghaire,
Co Dublin, (Tel: 806481).
R. Elliot
Engineering
Limited
Three New Agreements
for Environmental Supply
CARlYlE SPLITS
FROM
WALKER A/C
The Environmental Supply
Company Ltd, already
established as a major
name in the North, has
concluded three new
agreements in the past 12
months, giving it sole
distributorship and selling
rights for the following
companies:
Flakt Products Ltd -
One of the world's leading
fan manufacturers and
specialists in equipment for
all aspects of air
conditioning and
ventilation. Their
computerised production
techniques are unparalleled
anywhere in Europe;
Climate Equipment Ltd
- Sole UK distributors of
the Hitachi range of air
conditioners, heat pumps
Following the formation of
Delchi-Carrier Spa in Italy
last year, when the world's
leading air conditioning
manufacturer formed a
,joint venture with
Europe's leading
manufacturer of RAC's
and splits, Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd,
authorised distributor for
Carlyle heating, air
conditioning and
and chillers, including the
revolutionary new Hitachi
screw type water chiller.
McKenzie Martin Ltd -
Manufacturers of a wide
range of natural
ventilation products -
purpose made to suit
requirements. The choice
of materials and colours is
such that the ventilators
can be treated as an
architectural feature. The
rigid construction
eliminates the need for any
additional trimmers or
supporting frames.
Details from
Environmental Supply Co
Ltd, Connswater Industrial
Estate, East Bread Street,
Belfast BTS 4PZ, (Tel: 084
53329; Telex: 748136).
refrigeration equipment
throughout Ireland, will
shortly announce exciting
new developments within
their product range.
Walker AIC have now
placed a large stock order
from the Italian factory
for the new range of
Carlyle 53 series split
RAC's, which will arrive
in all three of their
warehouses in April.
HEATING, VENTILATING
and AIR CONDITIONING
ENGINEERS and.
SHEETMETAL
CONTRACTORS
Suppliers and Manufacturers of:
Cowls
Spiro Ducting
Oil Tanks
Olsen Warm Air Furnaces
Twin-wall Steel Flues
Manhole Covers
WALKINSTOWN AVENUE,
DUBLIN 12
TELEPHONE 505954/505576/505178
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As an Irish
business supplying -:.
the Middle East -
and beyond, and
hard at work in .
Scotland and
northernmost England, we earn
vital foreign currency to provide
wealth for Ireland and employment
for our people.
So by buying from Walker in
either Dublin or Belfast, you're
supporting amyriad of local Irish
companies who
supply us with a
host of other
products and
.
seIVlces.
Ours is an Irish company with
the hallmark of success, with Carlyle
from Walker you can invest, in the
most energy efficient products and
systems on the market, in
transatlantic technical innovation,
and in Irish indus~
The Walker philosophy has
worked throughout Ireland for
almost 20 years and now works
in the U.K. and around the world.
We supply the best air conditioning,
refrigeration and heat ~ijjiiiiiiii~
pump hardware
backed by the
special style of
Walker service.
As aresult, all our clients
can bank on real energy savings.
4000 Carlyle products, computer-
matched for
maximum energy~~~ efficienc~ can be
supplied
throughout
the 32 counties.
Our mix of
products
and super-service
has made us number
one in Ireland and helps
us to sell abroad.
-------------------------1
DUBLIN: Dublin Industrial Estate, Finglas Road, Dublin 11. Tel: Dublin 300844. Telex: 24862
BELFAST: 9a Cherryhill Road, Dundonald, Belfast, BT16 OJH. Tel: Dundonald 5234. Telex: 747681
GLASGOW: Washington Road, Unit lOB,Abbotsinch Industrial Estate,Paisley,PA3 4ET.
Tel: 041887 0551. Telex: 779406
(~) A member of the Jefferson Smurfit Group
-------------------------------
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ReCllnair Afeets All Needs
Liebert Success for Walker
Walker A/C will welcome opportunity for trade and Finglas Road, Dublin I I,
enquiries from any such end users alike. (Tel: 300844, Telex:
companies, to become Full details from Walker 24862).
involved in what could be Air Conditioning Ltd,
a great expansion Dublin Industrial Estate,
The company sees this
as an exciting major
addition to their already
4 000 strong Carlylep~oduct offering. Being a
specially designed split
system, these units may be
floor, wall or ceiling
mounted. With two
ventilation speeds, choice
of heating or cooling
mode, heat pump version
option and electronic
remote control facility with
timer, the keynote of this
product's undoubted
future success will be
flexibility of installation
and operation. Its good
looks and whisper quiet
operation will also
guarantee its popularity.
Capacities range from
9,000 to 40,000 Btu/h.
Walker sees such
massive opportunities for
the 53 series, that they are
planning a heavy
promotional campaign to
coincide with the summer
cooling season. The
potential of this equipment
in the comfort air
conditioning of
restaurants, bars, shops
and so on as well as the
specialised mini-computer
suites offers endless
opportunities to suppliers.
Indeed, these new splits
from Walker offer a
golden opportunity for
refrigeration companies
throughout Ireland who
would like to become
involved and are interested
in becoming dealers for
this type of air
conditioning equipment.
Orders valued at more
than £1 million for the
world renowned brand of
Liebert computer cooling
equipment have been
received in just the last
two months by Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd, Dublin,
Liebert's distributor
throughout Ireland. This
news is an Irish success
story all-round with
equipment being supplied
from Liebert's new and
Reconair Ltd, through a
selective acquisition of
agencies, are sole
distributors in Ireland for
Delchi, SpA, Denco Air
Ltd, Seveso SpA, Wolf
GmbH and Cliref SA.
Delchi manufacture a
wide range of equipment
including: (a) Package
central cooling unit , (b)
Fan coil room air
conditioner (AWN),
available in six model, (c)
Package water chillers,
available in four water
cooled ranges.
Denco Air manufacture
close control air
conditioning units. The
Computaire 10 to 26 range
of split systems and the
fast growing
manufacturing facility in
Cork where increased
orders are synonymous
with even more jobs.
The blossoming
relationship between
Walker, Ireland's biggest
air conditioning
distributor, and Liebert,
the world's leading
manufacturer of computer
support systems, has led to
success for Walker in an
Computaire 50 to 250
which caters for the larger
installations.
Seveso SpA produce a
range of comfort air
conditioning units as
follows: (a) Split system
(b) Package room air
conditioning range of six
units from 2.5 to 6.4 kW.
Wolf offer unlike many
of its competitors two
ranges of modular air
handling units, one
suitable for indoor use
(KG) the other in a
weatherproof construction
(KGW). The ten models
cover a range from 1,000
to 100,000 m3/H.
Cliref SA of France, a
world leader in the field of
important new and fast
developing market.
Technologically
advanced computer
support systems will be
supplied by Walker A/C
to several major projects
throughout the country,
including those for Allied
Irish Banks, the P&T
telephone exchanges, Cara
Computing and UCD.
heat recovery for air
conditioning systems. The
DRLAC package chiller,
available in ten models
from 70 to 270 kW is
designed to provide a
simple solution to the
numerous heat recovery
problems met in industry.
In addition Cliref produce
a range of water cooled
chillers designed with a
condenser water leaving
temperature in excess of
65°C.
Fur her details are
available from Reconair
Ltd, Unit 4a, Coolock
Industrial Estate, Dublin
5, (Tel: 470611); Telex:
31356.
Cross flow plastic heat exchange element
Two 150mmr,?
centrifugal fans
(front and rear)
Fresh heated air
<14°C>
High/Low
indicator lamp
Two 60mmq> pipes I
Intake of dirty
Indoor air <20°C>
Intake of fresh
outdoor air
<O°C>
Exhaust of dirty air
after heat exchange
<6°C>
..
'b h / 1'1 I h' h has J'uSI been made available on lite markel. Delails can be obtained from Brelolron Engineering,• The Toshl a heat exc anger ven I a or W IC
Ardcaien House. Blarney, Co Cork, (Tel: 02185102).
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Gl~
the heart of the
CIF Central Heating Package
Choose from Glow-worm Back Boiler Units:
ROYALE * GALAXIE * MAJORCA
We have WALL HUNG MODELS from
20,000-75,000 btu's with eight sizes
available.
FREE STANDING Boilers - 45,000-
120,000 btu's - Pick from as many as
eight sizes.
All outputs guaranteed. All units are available on Towns Gas and Natural Gas. All Glow-worm models
commissioned and serviced Free of Charge for one year, in Dublin area.
!Jllg-V&!l!J Ll
Honeywell
Rite-Vent FLEXIBLE FLUE is essential for all back boiler
installations.
Honeywell Controls also available ex-stock from CIF.
Honeywell SUNDIAL PLANS will save your customers as much as
20% on their central heating running costs.
•
C&Fn °OrnnlO°~rO\dlO CHAPELlZOD INDUSTRIAL EST., DUBLIN 20.lb uuU l1'27~ TEL: 264898/264917/265831.
MANUFACTURED IN IRELAND BY
Sandford Engineering Co.Ltd.
Tifeu Fire Dampers
r------_
Range from
150mm x 150mm to
1000mm x 1OOOmm ~~~~i~any size can be
supplied.
IflJi'IQ
Tested in accordance with BS 476: Part 8: 1972. International Standard IS
834: 1975 and evaluated by the I.I.R.S.
Sandford EngineerIng Co.Ltd.
Kill Avenue, Dun Laoire Telephone: 806481
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Address _
IHVN 2.84
Name of Executive _
Position in Company Hevac84
Tel. No Telex No Bul.....ServIces Exhibition
Please send me full details regarding HEVAC 84.
To: Name of Company _
HEVAC 84 Building Services
Exhibition,
Industrial and Trade Fairs Ltd.,
Radcliffe House, -
Blenheim Court,
Solihull, West Midlands,
B912BG.
Telephone: 021-7056707.
Telex: 337073.
-----------
Hevac Building Services is the most important
international heating, ventilating, air-conditioning
and building services exhibition in Britain.
It's the place where the world's leading
manufacturers will come to display their existing and,
more importantly, their new products. Vital new
developments you need to know all about.
HEVAC 84 Building Services Exhibition is designed
to give a more comprehensive coverage of electrical
engineering and mechanical services for the building
and construction industries.
Keep your finger on the pulse of what's happening in
your industry, come to the NEC between 2nd and 6th April
1984. You'd be afool to miss it.
HEVAC 84 BUILDING SERVICES
The 13th International Heating, Ventilating, Air-Conditioning
and Building Services Exhibition, National Exhibition Centre,
Birmingham, England. 2-6 April, 1984.
Organised by: Industrial and Trade Fairs Limited, Radcliffe House,
Blenheim Court, Solihull, West Midlands, B912BG
Tel: 021·7056707. Telex: 337073.
Sponsored by: The HEVAC Association 0 ~n
and in association with C.l.B.S. ~
Supported by: BCEMA, BRACA, BARMA, MARC, CIBS
SBGI, BFCMA, and HVCA.
"you miss He c84
tliis April,the ·jokesonyou. .;
/,-
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